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3L Harris Beats Millionaire Show's 
Drum to the Tune of $ 250K 
BY TASHIBA JONES 
News Editor 
Who wants to pay off law school loans? Appar­
ently, Allen Harris did and now he can. The 3L from Lou­
isville, Kentucky appeared on the ABC 
hit show Who Wants to be a Millionaire 
earlier this spring and walked away with 
enough money to pay off his loans and 
take a job at a public interest organiza­
tion. After trying anywhere from 50 to 
75 times, Allen made the call leading to 
his appearance during reading week be­
fore last semester finals. 
Even if you do not make it into the 
"hot seat," qualifying to be a contestant 
on the show is a special feat in itself. 
Allen explained that he had to answer 
three "fastest finger" questions on the first 
phone call. After answering those cor­
rectly, he was eligible for the second 
round where he selected a tape date. 
During the follow-up call, he competed 
against thirty-nine randomly selected 
people in answering five additional ques­
tions. Out of that contestant pool, ten finalists were ran­
domly selected to appear on the show on that particular 
tape date. Allen had passed the first level 6 or 8 times in 
November, but this was the first time that he received the 
random phone call qualifying him for the second round. 
Unlike other contestants who admit to studying at­
lases, almanacs, and other books of fact, Allen opted not to 
prepare for the show. "It's like trying to study for a stan­
dardized test," Allen explained, "you can learn how to take 
the exam, but either you know the answers or you don't." 
Allen's parents accompanied him on his trip to New York, 
which was the first time that any of them had ever been to 
the Big Apple. GW students were also there with Allen in 
mind and spirit, not to mention vicariously throug 3L Jim 
Moore, one of Allen's lifelines. 
As a testament to the value of a legal education, 
Allen's law school courses were not much help while in 
the hot seat. Although he did encounter a question involv­
ing the Constitution and the Presidency, 
he knew the answer to that before start­
ing law school. All in all, Allen walked 
away with a check for $250,000. Be­
sides not knowing the answer to the 
$500,000 question, his motivation for 
stopping was the seriousness of the 
money at stake. "Had I been on my couch 
instead of in the hot seat, I would have 
been yelling the answer at the TV," Allen 
savs. "But at home, not only are the 
stakes not high, they are non-existent." 
The first thing Allen did with his 
prize money was pay off debts, invest 
money for loan payments, and send his 
parents on a cruise for their 25th anni­
versary. As a reward to himself, Allen 
took the summer off, visited a friend in 
Los Angeles, traveled to Las Vegas, and 
purchased a few items for his apartment. 
He is waiting until after the bar exam to take a major trip. 
Allen is now a local celebrity in Louisville, occa­
sionally recognized by pe ople who witnessed his TV de­
but. He was also asked to be a presenter at the Best of 
Louisville Awards, which are a variation of people's choice 
awards for a variety of categories such as Best Bookstore 
or Best Mexican Restaurant. 
For those aspiring to follow in Allen's wealthy foot­
steps, he has one piece of advice: "Eventually, if you keep 
trying, chances are you'll get on. But it's like the lottery -
you can't win if you don't play, so you just have to pick up 
the phone." 
>4 HOT SPOT "ON THE CHEAP 
BY ANGELA HSU 
Features Editor 
What do you do when you want to have fun on a
Friday or Saturday night but, like many other law stu­
dents who got paid little to nothing this summer even 
though they worked their butts off. Small firms earn 
less money, I 'm sure, but I s aw one of the partners 
driving off in his brand new jag. Yet he can't cough 
up a little more for the law clerk that practically ran 
the office this summer... 
I think I'm getting off the subject. Here's the 
deal: you want to have fun but you don't have the funds. 
No, you are not doomed to a semester of movie rentals 
and spaghetti with butter. Just check out this column 
each week for the places to go to experience the best 
of Washington D.C. (shh . on a budget!). 
This week's pick: 
HR-S7 
2108 14th Street, NW 
(around 14th and Q) 
Take Dupont Circle metro! 
For a truly unique and thrilling jazz experience 
for $6, HR-57 is the destination of choice. Named 
after House resolution #57 (passed by Congress in 1987 
declaring jazz to be an indigenous American art form), 
HR-57 offers a venue for community musicians to show 
their stuff in celebration of jazz. 
Tony Puesan, HR-57's founding director, would 
first like to point out that it is not a nightclub. Rather, 
HR-57 is a community center, open to musicians and 
jazz lovers of all ages. During each jam session held 
on Wednesday and Friday nights, musicians from the 
area and all around the world come and play with the 
house band. The last night I was there, an amazing 
trombone player from the local high school got up on 
stage and played a fifteen minute set that mesmerized 
everyone in the place. 
After him, two flute players climbed up and cre­
ated an entirely different sound. In between these sets, 
the house band takes over and thrills the patrons with 
See JAZZ page 7 
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Letter of Welcome from the SBA President 
BY JO VELLA 
Welcome back! I hope that every­
one had a great summer and that you are 
all ready to be back. Once again, I'd like 
to extend a welcome to the lLs and trans­
fer students and wish you the best of luck 
over the year. 
SPREADING THE THANKS 
I have to thank Erica Lord, Jennifer 
McCarthy, and everyone else who helped 
make Orientation such a great introduc­
tion to GW for the lLs and transfer stu­
dents. Erica and Jen worked tirelessly over 
the summer months, taking time out of their 
busy schedules to plan an extremely suc­
cessful Orientation. Their hard work re­
ally paid off, and is very much appreciated. 
BURNS LIBRARY, IS THAT 
YOU? 
Thanks to Dean Scott Pagel and all 
of those involved with the improvements 
made to library and its computer labs. As 
you're all probably aware, the computer labs 
have been updated with new computers, and 
the Reading Room's tables have been re­
placed with individual work stations which 
include computer monitors. Eventually, the 
goal is to turn 
one of the com­
puter labs into 
a copy center 
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changes are great, and we're looking for­
ward to more along the way. 
BUT DON'T FORGET THE CDO 
The CDO has also added many new 
programs this year to provide students with 
diverse career interests opportunities to 
meet with individuals who are knowledge­
able in different areas of the law. Shawn 
McKenna, Jennifer Kantor, and I met w ith 
the CDO to discuss our questions and con­
cerns on behalf of the students. The many 
new programs that the CDO is planning 
include a small/medium sized firm inter­
view program in the Spring and an in­
creased emphasis on public interest job op­
portunities. 
Additionally, late in the summer, a 
large group, led by Jim Lovelace from the 
CDO, met to discuss the Pro Bono oppor­
tunities available to students at GW. The 
general consensus was that although there 
are many available alternatives for those 
interested in participating in Pro Bono 
work, GW lacks a centralized means of dis­
seminating information regarding opportu­
nities to those who are interested. The plan 
is to change that over the course of the year. 
For those of you who are interested in help­
ing out, look for the Pro Bono table at the 
Student Services Fair (to be held early in 
September). 
COME ON DOWN 
Finally, I just wanted to encourage all 
of you to get involved with the SBA and 
participate in the many programming 
events that will take place this year. Be 
sure to check out this column and other SBA 
events for more information. Thanks and, 
again, welcome back. 
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A Nota Bene Wish List 
Ah. . . to be back at GW. It feels like we've never left. Same old, same 
old. But maybe this year, things will be different. Maybe... 
STUDENTS 
This year, perhaps the students will clean up after themselves. And 
not steal food from the fridge. And be friendly to everyone. Here's the 
thing. You could strive to be cooler than everyone else here. But the catch 
is that if you actually become the coolest person at GW 
Law, you get nothing when you g raduate. Not one damn 
thing. So get over yourself. Say hello, goodbye, please 
and thank you and just generally...behave like good 
grownups in training should behave. 
PROFESSORS 
And maybe this year, the professors will all strive to 
teach better than ever before. They will listen to their stu­
dents, lecture clearly and concisely, and know both the theory 
and the practice. Maybe they will all turn their grades in 
on time! You know who you are (well, we can dream, can't 
we?). Don't be afraid to be entertaining. Let your hair 
down. We mean that metaphorically as, for most of you, 
taken literally, our request would be asking the impossible. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Just make our lives easier and not more difficult. Run 
things in a way that makes sense. Do not do things a cer­
tain way simply because that's the way it's always been 
done. And feed us free food. No, feed us free food often. 
CDO 
Oh, should we even go here? Of course we should. It's a new year 
and a new opportunity to get the student body employed. Here are three 
suggestions for you, by us: 1) Think like a national school. We are one, 
actually. For example, have each career counselor become a specialist in a 
geographical area as well as an area of the law. 2) Help students to fund 
their public interest summers and careers. 3) Sell GW's strong suits to 
anyone who's interested: Firm Recruiting Coordinators, pre-law undergrads, 
the Washington Post... 
If everyone could try just a little harder this year. And next year, a 
little harder. And the year after that, oh, we'll all be gone by then. To hell 
with it. But you get all get the point. Think of this not as an annual scold­
ing, but as an opportunity to serve the Nota Bene editorial staff better. 
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A Tough Summer: 
A Learning Experience 
BY MATTHEW GELLER 
Two years down—one to go. 
When I graduated from American Univer­
sity in 1998,1 knew exactly what I wanted 
to do with the next three years of my life— 
go to law school, get my J.D., and become 
a state prosecutor. After my first year at 
GW, I spent the summer at the U.S. 
Attorney's Office in Washington, D C., and 
was able to see first hand the career that I 
had chosen for myself. I liked what I saw, 
but another opportunity presented itself at 
the end of the summer. I was selected as a 
member of the Public Contract Law Jour­
nal. I took Professor Schwartz's Survey in 
Government Contracts, wrote an interest­
ing Note, and became an Articles Editor. 
So I decided, after I str uck out at the Fall 
Interview Program, to try to find a job in 
the government contracts field (while I 
would have liked to go back to the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, I needed to pay the rent.) 
In March, a friend of mine said that he was 
leaving his job at Kilcullen, Wilson, and 
Kilcullen, a small government contracts law 
firm with a fine local reputation. And this 
is where my post-2L summer story begins, 
even though it could have come out of a 
specific John Grisham novel. 
After my initial interview with Mr. 
Wilson, of Kilcullen, Wilson, went with­
out a hitch, I was called back in April and 
offered a summer associate job. It being 
relatively late in the job game, I accepted 
the job. After my acceptance, Mr. Wilson 
said that he, and the other partners, have 
been approached by the Chicago law firm 
of Bell, Boyd, and Lloyd about a possible 
merger. He said that the possibility of a 
merger was 50-50, but that he was pretty 
confident that I would be able to come over 
if the merger happened, but could not guar­
antee it. With thoughts of being able to 
pay my rent and buy my food for the sum­
mer racing through my head, I kept the job. 
I put in two days at Kilcullen, 
Wilson during the end of the spring semes­
ter. When I would ask about the merger, I 
would get ambiguous responses from other 
lawyers (there were about 8 in the firm) and 
support staff. That should have tipped me 
off, but the stress of finals was clouding my 
"Danger" radar. A week after finals, I 
started as the sole summer associate at 
Kilcullen, Wilson. As I settled into my desk, 
I was summoned into Mr. Wilson's office, 
which overlooked K and 18"\ The news 
hit me like a ton of br icks, even though I 
should have been expecting it. The merger 
was happening—Bell, Boyd, and Lloyd was 
gobbling up Kilcullen, Wilson. When I 
asked about my position, Mr. Wilson said 
that he had talked to the managing partner 
at the Bell, Boyd office in D.C., who would 
talk to the Chicago office. Seems like the 
Chicago office made all the hiring decisions 
for the D C. office—another oddity. Mr. 
Wilson said that he would push hard for 
me, but I did not see why my position would 
be such a problem. I told Mr. Wilson to tell 
Bell, Boyd that I would only be expecting 
to work for the summer, at the same salary 
that Kilcullen, Wilson was paying me. How 
could my $ 18.00/hr salary affect a law firm 
merger? By Wednesday, the Chicago of­
fice had spoken—I was out of a job. I guess 
I was not Bell, Boyd material, even for only 
the summer. 
Now I was in full panic mode. On 
Thursday, I went to the CDO and told them 
my predicament, from beginning to end. I 
have to hand it to the CDO—for all the bad 
press they have received in this publication, 
they know how to handle a crisis. Seems 
that Bell, Boyd takes part in the Fall Inter­
view Program, and GW had a contact in 
the Chicago office. The CDO zipped the 
Bell, Boyd contact a terse email, stating my 
situation. The CDO also printed out every 
job posting they had received over the past 
couple of months. I sent out a slew of re­
sumes, and after a week of tension head­
aches and upset stomachs, I got a hit. In a 
three day span, I was interviewed, hired, 
and started my new job at Koonz, 
McKenney, Johnson, DePaolis & Lightfoot, 
a litigation boutique that specialized in per­
sonal injury, workers' compensation, and 
class action litigation. 
Here comes the kicker. After a 
productive week at Koonz, McKenney, the 
people at Bell, Boyd responded to the CDO 
email. Now, Bell, Boyd wanted to give me 
the job I was rejected for a month earlier, 
under the caveat that I would not be evalu­
ated like all of their other summer associ­
ates. In short, I would not be given a per­
manent offer, even if I was the next Chief 
Justice-in-training. Bell, Boyd did not 
know I had taken another job. What made 
Bell, Boyd change their minds? Could it 
have to do with the fact that a top tier law 
school knew what it had done a month ear­
lier? I had my own concerns. What was to 
stop Bell, Boyd from sticking me in a stock 
room for the summer? Why didn't they 
make this offer at the time of the merger, 
when they could have had me at half-price? 
This smelled funnier then that funk in the 
men's room on the third floor. I called the 
Chicago office of Bell, Boyd to try to get 
the real story. After two weeks, I finally 
talked to an actual lawyer at Bell, Boyd. 
The lawyer did not know why I was so up­
set. She said I should be happy they were 
offering me a job in the first place. How 
sweet.. they are taking pity on a poor GW 
student. I told her that I had already taken 
a job at a firm where they respected my work 
and my potential. When I asked why they 
didn't just give me this offer at the time of 
the merger, she said she had never heard of 
me before the CDO sent the email. So now 
I'm thinking that Kilcullen, Wilson left me 
out to dry, but that seems more far-fetched 
then Bell, Boyd acting like the typical face­
less large law firm. Either way, I got 
screwed, but luckily I landed on my feet. 
And I was not evicted. 
So I want all 2Ls taking part in 
the summer job search process to take some­
thing away with them after they read this. 
No job is safe, not even if you are a Editor 
on a Journal in the top 35% of the class. 
The real world is a rough place—sometimes 
you are going to get caught in the under­
tow of unfortunate circumstances, like a 
merger. Oh, and if you have placed one of 
your FIP bids with Bell, Boyd, and Lloyd.. 
I don't think they treat their personnel 
right. Just an opinion. 
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS 
10 Questions 
by A. W. 
1. Why wasn't there coffee and 
doughnuts waiting for students on the 
first day back? 
2. Why is it called an emergency loan if 
you get it two days later? 
3. Have we heard from Banzhaf yet? 
See page 4. 
4. Does my locker still have someone 
else's lock on it? 
5. How many of you spent the summer 
in California or New York auditioning 
for spots on Ally McBeal, Law and 
Order, or the Practice (Tashiba, be 
honest)? 
6. What do you mean we can't share 
horror stories with the ILs? 
7.1 think the cart lady started classes 
on the 21st too, don't you? 
8. Was there a buy one get one free on 
ILs this year? 
9. Did anyone bother to fix the 
elevators over the summer? 
10. Why are all the cool people on 
campus from Texas?(What did you 
expect? I'm a native!) 
11. Bonus question: How many of you 
have tried to hit up Allen Harris for 
some of his Millionaire prize money? 
If you would like to submit a letter 
or article to Nota Bene: 
please put it on disk in WordPerfect 
or Rich Te xt format. All submission 
for the next issue should be 
delivered to the Nota Bene box in 
the Record's Office by 
Monday, September 4 
at 5:00 p.m. 
Questions? 202-676-5679 
Advertise in Nota Bene 
The following are applicable to the 2000-
2001 academic year. They represent the price 
in full, including the 6 percent District of Co­
lumbia sales tax, due to Nota Bene. 
1/8 page, long (2.5" x 8") - $75 
(1/8 page also available in wide 
and square) 
1/4 page (5" x 8") = $125 
1/2 page (10" x 8") = $200 
full page normal (10" x 16") = $300 
full page back (10" x 16") = $325 
Savings of up to 20 percent may be ob­
tained by taking advantage of Nota Bene spe­
cial discount offers. A 10 percent discount may 
be obtained for advertising orders which are paid 
prior to publication. In addition, another 10 per­
cent discount is offered for orders placed in four 
or more issues. If you have any questions con­
cerning the advertising policies of Nota Bene, 
please contact our office @ (202) 676-3879. 
Nota Bene s office is located at 2008 G Street, 
N.W., Washington, D C. 20052. 
(202) 676-3879 
I took the NY State Bar Exam...and I 
survived (maybe) 
BY YOUNG PARK 
It's 7 am and the alarm clock starts ringing. Here we 
go again. Like a zombie, I trudge into the kitchen where I 
swiftly grind the coffee beans, pour water into the coffee 
machine and let the sucker percolate. The morning rou­
tine is starting to set in. I will rinse, lather, and repeat this 
routine for the next 8 weeks. Crack the Barbri books open, 
kiss the good-times goodbye, hello NY State Bar. Is it pos­
sible to get Repetitive Stress Syndrome in the brain? 
Okay, so I am exaggerating a bit. Before I start ram­
bling on about my personal bar exam experience, let me 
tell you a little something about the bar exam itself. Every­
one has to choose to take a particular state's bar unless you 
are interested in only practicing in the District of Colum­
bia. In that case, you are a lazy bum and should stop read­
ing this article now and resume skipping rope or watching 
paint dry - whatever it is that you do wi th your excessive 
free time. On the opposite end of the spectrum are the 
ambitious few who take the bar exam for a couple of states. 
However, there is no such thing as a bar exam that allows 
you to practice in every state. Some people become con­
fused when they hear about the multi-state bar exam, also 
known as the MBE. The MBE is a nationally adminis­
tered exam that some states require in addition to their 
own state exam. A few states do not require you to take the 
MBE at all. 
Each state has a particular set of hoops you have to 
jump through before being admitted to its bar. The bar 
exam process can start as early as March, which is when 
some states require you to submit the bar exam applica­
tion. The bar exam application is not something you should 
leave until the last minute. Some of these applications are 
long and ask for the most detailed pieces of information. 
Do you know what time you were born? When was the last 
time you wore white tube socks with black shoes? You 
wonder how those secret men in the X-Files get so much 
information about people - they read bar exam applica­
tions. 
Each state usually requires its candidates to be tested 
for at least two days. One of the days is dedicated to the 
MBE. The MBE tests solely on federal law and federal 
common law. The MBE is the same for every bar candi­
date in the country and it tests on 6 subjects: torts, con­
tracts, criminal law and procedure, property, constitutional 
law and evidence. If you haven't taken Evidence yet, stop 
skipping rope and sign up for Pete's sake. The MBE is 200 
multiple choice questions, each question with a short fact 
pattern, and it lasts for 6 hours - 3 ho urs and 100 ques­
tions in the morning, an hour and 45 minutes for lunch, 
and then 3 hours and 100 questions in the afternoon. The 
second day (or two, depending on the state) of testing is 
the local testing day. This entails testing on the laws of the 
state you have chosen. The differences in state law and 
federal common law is usually slight but there are a few 
ball-busters out there. The NY Bar Exam is notorious for 
testing on an insane number of subjects - 23 at last count. 
On NY's local day, we had to complete 25 multiple-choice 
questions and 3 essay questions in 3 hours and 15 minutes 
in the morning and, after an hour and 15 minutes for lunch, 
more of the same in the afternoon. Oh, by the way, I heard 
starting February of 2001 the NY Bar Exam format is 
changing. There will be an extra day 3 total, with the third 
day testing your ability to write a legal memorandum. LRW 
is rearing its ugly head one more time! 
The testing experience is numbing. You are doing 
question alter question and you feel your eyes glaze over. 
Pretty soon, you are picking answers based not on sound, 
familiar legal principles, but because it feels right. Forget 
about the fact that your life will be miserable if you flunk 
the bar exam. You just c an't wait to get heck out of the 
testing center. Some people just give up. You know who 
these people are because they leave the exam an hour early. 
So how does one survive this grueling experience? 
One word - Baibri. Let me say for the record that I am not 
and never was a Baibri rep. You never saw me in the soft 
lounge lamenting - take just two highlighters please even 
though we will charge you over two thousand dollars to 
spend the summer watching videotapes. I personally felt 
that Barbri did a sufficiently good job in preparing one for 
the bar. How, one might ask, does Baibri teach and review 
23 subjects in the span of 6 weeks (the final two weeks are 
spent studying independently)? The answer is that sub­
jects are studied on an extremely superficial level. Evi­
dence in 3 days, Constitutional Law I & II in 2 days, Crimi­
nal Law and Procedure in 2 days, you get the picture. But 
how Young, how is it possible to learn those subjects again 
in only 2 or 3 days? Like I said, you learn things on an 
extremely superficial level, just a word or two about mur­
der, nothing on rape, and judicial review - 20 minutes 
tops. 20 minutes on judicial review? But Young, it took me 
5 hours to readklarburv vs. Madison! Aside from the fact 
that GW professors are traditionally long-winded (What if 
this? What if that? How does this holding make you feel?), 
Barbri has completely streamlined what you need to know 
I thought that Barbri gave a pretty good lesson plan 
with a study schedule obviously made to prevent students 
from burning out at the end. On a typical day, Baibri rec­
ommends that you attend a taped lesson that may last as 
long as 4 hours but sometimes as short as 3. Law students, 
however, are an instinctively untrusting bunch and some 
chose to supplement what they learned in Baibri with 
PMBR, a course on how to do well on the MBE. PMBR 
actually seems to me like a masochistic style program. The 
philosophy of the course, as I understood it, was to ask 
insanely hard questions, pass them off as typical bar ques­
tions, and try to motivate you to study as hard as you pos­
sibly can. I think only the closet masochists in our school 
take PMBR - you know, the Law Review types - hey, let 
me give you $500 so that you can tell me how little I know 
and that I am hopelessly going to fail the bar. I, however, 
was a trusting soul and did not take PMBR. I studied only 
what Barbri told me to study. We'll see in November 
whether my trust in Barbri was well founded. Otherwise, 
in November, there will be another article written by me -
Barbri, those stinking, lying no-good sons of ***. 
While studying for the bar exam, I c ould not help 
but observe the study habits of my newly graduated law 
school cohorts. Bar hopefuls usually adopted one ot the 
following 3 study habits: 1) screw around until July 4 and 
then study like there was no tomorrow (lots of stressed out 
grunts I might add); 2) study like there was no tomorrow 
from the word go (a seemingly continual grunt all summer 
long); or 3) the most common and prudent course of study, 
pace yourself and progressively work harder throughout 
the summer. 
The first type is the classic procrastinator. Study? 
A Iready? Jeez, I can easily learn al 23 subjects later. Right 
now, I really need to know if Colleen is going to get kicked 
off the island. This type is also under the delusion that the 
C- they got in Contracts was an aberration and that the 
grading professor was just having a bad day. Wanna grab a 
brew? He or she usually studies like crazy and passes the 
bar but I would not want to wish this stress upon anyone. 
Moral of the story? Don't do it. 
Then there is the type #2. This is your usual Law 
See BAR EXAM page 7 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT (DESPERATELY) NEEDED 
Professor Mitchell needs immediate research assistance 
in completing a book on global corporate responsibility. 
Please leave your resume in his mail box in S401D 
or drop it off with Ms. Brooks-James in Suite 413 
at the F Street Annex by August 25. 
Usual generous terms apply-
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PROFESSORS' PAGE 
Banzhaf's Raging BULL[etinl 
nv Pent JOHN F. RANZHAV III J BY PRO F. J  F . B F  
HONESTLY!: The Law School ex­
perienced its most infamous cheating scan­
dal this past Spring, when, according to 
Nota Bene, a law student told a professor 
that several other students had collaborated 
in the law journal competition - but refused 
to name them, or to speak directly with the 
administration. 
The result was a massive public in­
vestigation, demands that the guilty self-
report themselves or face stiffer penalties, 
and a threat to require all students to par­
ticipate in a second law journal competi­
tion. 
After a major investigation, the Ad­
ministration has now concluded that "[f]or 
our Policy on Academic Integrity to work, 
all members of the community who become 
aware of academic dishonesty MUST pro­
vide the Dean's office with full informa­
tion and MUST be willing to serve as wit­
nesses if necessary." [emphasis added] 
However the Law School's Policy on 
Academic Integrity, ironically revised just 
last year, states that "[t]he failure to report 
academic dishonesty is NOT itself a charge­
able offense under this Policy." [§6.2] [em­
phasis added] Does this suggest that the 
Administration will now move to amend 
the Policy, of ten referred to as an "honor 
code," to require students with knowledge 
of cheating to report it, as most true honor 
codes do? 
By the way, Nota Bene also reported 
that the collaboration only involved check­
ing citations for correct "blue book" form; 
remarking that "\t\he blue booking score 
can distinguish a student from the pack 
because most students will score similarly 
on style and substance." 
What does it say about the value of 
the entire competition, and the journal edi­
tors it selects, if clear thinking, creatively, 
analysis, originality, good writing style, etc. 
(i.e., "style and substance") usually count 
for so little, and final selection often de­
pends on the highly-technical increasingly-
computerized anal-retentive task of check­
ing for proper citation form? After all, how 
many lawyers and law professors who made 
it into "Who's Who in American Law" re­
ally know — or give a damn - about proper 
citation form for obscure and unusual 
sources? 
IN THE TOP 10%?: Law students 
are constantly complaining that the Career 
Development Office [CDO] only helps stu­
dents in the top 10% of the class, leaving 9 
out of 10 unsatisfied. Well, until we can 
persuade the CDO—or prospective employ­
ers - to go beyond the top 10% mark, here's 
an idea. 
In Texas, where students who gradu­
ate in the top 10% of their classes gain au­
tomatic admission to State universities, 
some high schools are getting veiy creative 
(underhanded?, manipulative?), according 
to the Wall Street Journal [5/15/00], 
"But last year, suburban [Austin, TX] 
Westlake crammed 63 of its 491 seniors, or 
12.8%, into the top 10th, violating the laws 
of mathematics ~ and of the Lone Star 
State." This is despite a state law which 
provides that "the top 10% of a high school 
class shall not contain more than 10% of 
the total class size." 
The Journal also reports that "[a]t 
the inner-city Lyndon Baines Johnson High 
School here, for example, the 'top 10%' 
contains 15% of the graduating class. . . . 
Then there's Woodland High School, where 
dozens of kids all enjoy the ranking of No. 
1." 
Perhaps some of our mathematically-
challenged law professors — the same ones 
who crafted our failed grade-inflation pro­
posal, and then helped to write our current 
grading standards — could devise plans 
similar to those of these Texas high schools 
so that far more than 1 out of 10 of our 
graduates would rank in the top 10%. 
SURVEY: Nota Bene, in its most 
recent issue, reports the results of a so-called 
"survey" in which law students rated ev­
eryone from professors to janitors. How­
ever, the "survey" included responses from 
only 20 students! 
Here are some results of another sur­
vey o f our J.D. students also taken last 
Spring, to which there were more than 325 
responses, thereby making it substantially 
more representative: 
• Asked "how would you rate the ef­
forts of the Law School's Career Develop­
ment Office?, the two overwhelming re­
sponses were only "fair" [32%] or "poor" 
[26%]; only 2% rated it "excellent." 
• Asked " how do you rate the Law 
School's physical plant?," more than half 
[56%] rated it "poor." 
• The overwhelming majority of stu­
dents found the Law School either "very 
stressful" [18%] or "moderately stressful" 
[48%]. 
• Of t hose law students who found 
law school "very" or "moderately" or even 
"mildly" stressful, the LEAST likely source 
of that stress — contrary to many expecta­
tions — was "intimidation by professors" 
[only 5%]. Much more important were: 
"your or your family's expectations for your 
grades" [31%]; "worry about getting a job" 
[21%], "attitudes of your classmates" 
[13%], and unnamed "other" sources 
[30%]. 
• Asked "i f you could achieve only 
one of the following by shortening each 
semester by one week, which would it be?, 
the two most popular responses were: 
"longer reading periods" [54%], and "add­
ing an interview period prior to the start of 
fail classes" [24%]. 
Ironically, a proposal to shorten each 
semester by one week — for, among other 
reasons, to add an interview period — was 
discussed by the faculty. However, for rea­
sons never revealed by the Nota Bene, the 
faculty was never allowed to vote on it. 
REAL NEWS: Here, but the way, are 
some of the other things Nota Bene did 
not report about to law students last term, 
but which they might want to consider pro­
viding this term: 
• Regular reports on actions taken at 
faculty meetings which could significantly 
affect law students, including the positions 
of and participation by SB A representatives 
in the meetings [something which can be 
done quickly and easily by examining the 
minutes of each meeting]; 
• Regular articles by an impartial re­
porter on the SBA's own meetings [some­
thing which might quickly and easily be 
done by examining the minutes of each SB A 
meeting]; 
• Timely reports on proposals impor­
tant to students which emerge from faculty 
committees (e.g., major curriculum or cal­
endar changes, proposals for tenure or pro­
motion, etc.) so that students can have in­
put before the faculty votes on them. 
Nota Bene might also wish to update 
stories on major law school issues like: • 
the Spring 2000 cheating scandal: (the Ad­
ministration has reported that "[w]ith re­
gard to those students that [sic] the Dean's 
office believes to be a part of the collaborat­
ing group, but who have not confessed to 
the cheating, the Dean's office WELL bring 
charges of academic dishonesty and pursue 
sanctions in accordance with the Law 
School's Policy on Academic Integrity as 
appropriate. Because these students did not 
take advantage of the self-reporting period, 
the Dean's office WILL seek more severe 
sanctions against them, which may include, 
for example, expulsion, suspension, or a 
permanent notation of dishonesty on the 
students' transcripts.") [emphasis added] 
• the Law Review's voluntarily com­
prehensive review of its own affirmative 
action policy for selecting new editors; 
• which professors changed so-called 
anonymous grades in the Spring after learn­
ing the identity of their law students; 
• what major law school issues (e.g., 
technology upgrading, building construc­
tion, etc.) the faculty discussed at its 3-day 




I need a research assistant for the coming aca­
demic year. Work will involve matters of Civil Proce­
dure in connection with an update of the casebook plus 
the cases involving National Football League teams and 
players that I will be called upon to judge during the year. There will also be 
some work on cases that I will hear as Chair of the NCAA Division I Infractions 
Committee. 
If you are interested come see me in B302O, call me at 994-6968, or send 
me an email at jfried@main.nlc.gwu.edu. My secretary is Shauna Clarke at 
994-2587 in B303. 
Research Assistant Position 
$10.00 per hour 
Visiting Professor Cynthia Lee seeks a Research Assistant to assist her 
with research in criminal law. Qualified students will pay careful 
attention to detail, complete work in a timely fashion, and be eager to 
work 15 to 20 hours per week. Interested 2L and 3L students should 
send a cover letter, resume and transcript to: 
Professor Cynthia Lee 
Gerorge Washington University School Of Law 
Old Main (NALU) Building, Room 408 
1922 F Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20052 
Interested students may also leave a cover letter, resume and 
transcript in Professor Lee's faculty mailbox at the Old Main (formerly 
NALU) building at 1922 F Street 
Students must be work-study eligible. 
PROFESSORS! 
YOUR NEWS IS 
IMPORTANT! 
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR VIEWS, NEWS, FICTION, 
POEMS, MUSINGS 
OR OPINIONS FOR THIS PAGE. 
ALL FACULTY ARE ENCOURAGED 
TO LEND OR CONTINUE TO LENDTHEIR 
WISDOM TO THIS PUBLICATION. 
THE DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 1, at 12 pm. 
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Are We Having Fun Yet: 
Angelia Wade's 1L Summer 
Do They Like Me? I Mean, 
Do They Really Like Me? 
BY ANGELIA WADE 
Co-Managing Editor 
Well summer is now over and it 
is back to school I go. I appreciated hav­
ing a "break" during the hottest months of 
the year. I drove home to Houston, Texas 
for a few weeks at the end of classes. I 
drove back all by myself. Nearly 1400 
miles in 22 hours. No sleep, no coffee, no 
company. So, sit back and let me tell you 
what happened. 
I was busy all summer long. Work 
Work Work Work I started work at the 
George Washington Center for Health Ser­
vices Research and Policy. As health law 
is my thing and I was given the opportu­
nity to work with some of the top people in 
this field, I found the experience very ex­
citing. I worked on a project for the Sub­
stance Abuse and Mental Health Adminis­
tration (SAMSHA) of the Department of 
Health and Human Services. I b riefed a 
number of cases on health related issues 
and did a lot of statutory work. The Cen­
ter, which had other GW students there, 
held weekly informational sessions for 
summer interns. At these meetings, interns 
had the chance to become familiar with 
both the other ongoing projects in the of­
fice and their fellow interns. 
Not only did I work at the Center, I 
also worked as a law clerk at Howard Uni­
versity Hospital. The work was very de-
tail-oriented. I was updating, writing, and 
rewriting the hospital's policies and pro­
cedures manuals. There are a number of 
rulings that administrative agencies post. 
Hospitals must maintain current admis­
sion, billing and current policies, in accor­
dance with the agency rulings. I was re­
sponsible for keeping the hospital compli­
ant with these rulings and the employees 
in the particular division where I worked 
were informed of any new changes. 
Between my two jobs, I went to 
school. I attended the GW School of Health 
Sciences and took 2 classes: Biological 
Basis of Public Health and Introduction to 
Preventive Medicine. For those interested 
in the JD/MPH joint degre program, these 
two classes are prerequisites for the Mas­
ters of Public Health degree. The classes 
were at night and I worked during the day, 
so I was often pretty tired. I longed for the 
weekend. However, I acquired a wealth of 
knowledge in my field of interest over this 
summer from three different opportunities. 
Finally, all work and no play make 
Angie a dull girl! I remedied that situa­
tion by hanging out with my buds Tashiba 
Jones and Erica Grimmett. We made sure 
that every week we hit either the BET on 
Jazz Restaurant or the Soundstage. We had 
a great time since the three of us love jazz 
and good food. I also threw a dinner party 
to celebrate the Juneteenth Holiday, June 
19, and traveled to New Orleans, Louisi­
ana, for 5 wonderful days, to be maid of 
honor in my high school friend's wedding. 
All in all, I'd say I had a pretty cool sum­
mer! 
SPECIAL FEATURE: 
Brenda & Kelly's DOs and 
DON'Ts for beginning the 
year at GW Law 
Dos 
1. Do go to at least the first three 
bar reviews. Give them a chance! 
2. Do make friends outside of your 
section. 
3. Do pick up your trash. 
4. Do explore restaurants/bars be­
yond Foggy Bo ttom. 
5. Do shop the GAP sale rack. 
6. Do write to Brenda and Kelly 
for advice. Leave your questions in the 
Nota Bene box! 
7. Do say hi to a dean, any dean. 
8. Do frequent the cart lady. 
9. Do have an opinion about 
everything... and voice it! 
10. Do turn your phone off during 
class. 
11. Do take advantage of every 
free food event. That's your $27,000 at 
work. 
Don'ts 
1. Don't shop at Expressions. 
2. Don't eat at Friday's more than 
four times in a semester. 
3. Don't drink the coffee at La 
Prima. 
4. Don't form a clique on the first 
day. 
5. Don't be an ass-if you were that 
smart, you'd be at Harvard! 
6. Don't stop to talk to your friends 
on the stairwell. 
7. Don't wear white shoes after 
Labor Day. 
8. Don't wear a scrunchie. 
9. Don't let those people who al­
ways raise their hands intimidate you. 
Professors hate those people too! 
10. Don't wear a tank top and 
shorts to the icebox that is L201. 
CL mics o o 
Please submit your stories and information for these 
pages. Inform the law school community about the exciting 
work taking place in your clinic!!! 
Call (202) 676 -3879 to discuss submissions. 
BY JENNY SPUTTER 
Editor-in-Ch ief 
It's 10 am on my last day. I'm the 
last summer associate left. I'm right next 
door to the partner of my group. He seems 
happy. He seems like he's in a good mood. 
If he weren't going to give it to me, would 
he be so friendly? That would be wrong, 
wouldn't it? Just bad form. Bad etiquette, 
right? Lawyers are supposed to understand 
the importance of etiquette. This is what I 
tell myself. But just a few times. 
I'm referring to "the offer," of course. 
At a large firm, the distribution of offers is 
typically standard. Most people get one. 
However, there are always exceptions to this 
rule and in a smaller firm, a whole host of 
scenarios often arise. 
One large firm in a Midwestern city 
delivers letters to each and every one of its' 
summer associates on the last day. The let­
ter sets forth that an offer has been extended 
- or it hasn't. Exiting that office reminds 
me of an expression from college - you're 
either doing the walk of shame or the walk 
of fame. 
Other firms make their decisions af­
ter the summer is over. Look at it this way 
- you're getting good practice for the wait 
for bar results. And, typically, someone 
doesn't get an offer because they've done 
something really outrageous, like moon the 
hiring partner at a firm barbecue or some­
thing. Case in point: a certain summer as­
sociate from hell, who shall remain name­
less, at a firm in Northern California. This 
summer associate behaved so badly that he 
had to... leave voluntarily. With a nice lump 
sum, apparently, so they wouldn't hear from 
him unpleasantly again. Rumor has it that 
he was drunk at a firm event and insulted 
the partners. And that he abruptly criti­
cized the firm's work at a client meeting. 
And that he slept with an attorney at the 
firm. And...oh well, rumor has it that he 
was baaaad. Then again, he made every­
one else look very, very good. 
Then there are the firms that have 
over-hired for the summer and you are the 
casualty. Again, the positive aspect of this 
unfortunate turn of events is that the firm 
isn't growing, so perhaps you're better off 
at a firm that is. 
Rest assured that most firms do let 
the summer associates know their status 
before they leave. Most firms also will ex­
tend an offer to a summer associate unless 
that person has royally screwed up. So the 
anticipation and stress leading up to your 
departure is usually in vain. 
And what about me? Did my story 
have a happy ending? Well, I think it would 
be bad form of me to say. 




COME TO THE FIRST 
MEETING OF THE TEAR 
WEDNESDAY 
SEPTEMBER 30th at 5pm 
QUESTIONS CtlL (202) 6764079 
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The George Washington Law Review 
is proud to announce its new members: 
Stephanie R. Alfonso Lisa A. Lefonte 
Joshua Blackman Elizabeth Leise 
Matthew A. Brauner Civia M. Lieb 
Peter C. Brensilver Monica K. Loseman- Barwind 
Christopher Chorengel Dmitry Lukovsky 
Brian D. Christiansen Edward MacAllister 
Michael A. Civale Cali M Mazzarella 
Jane E. Davis Probir J. Mehta 
• 
Kathryn DeBord Adam J. Miller 
Jonathan R. DeFosse Megan A. Murphy 
Allison D. Diefendorf Rafael G. Nendel-Flores 
Ray E. Donahue Lisa L. Pena 
Charles R. Eloshway Daniel E. Phillips 
Christine Fernandez Danielle W. Pierce 
Sahaf Joshua Flam Maria B. Pilson 
Timothy D. Ford Jake Riehm 
Jaimee L. Frohlich Stuart M. Sandler 
Courtney C. Gilligan Joanna M. Scott 
Robert B. Gilmore Brian D. Smith 
T.J. Griffin Matthew E. Smith 
Jackie Flamrick Robin M. Smith 
Andrew A. Flarris Melissa J. Stofko 
Ryan J. Harris Victor Tabak 
Curtis R. Huffmire Aaron Van Nostrand 
Ari Indik Karen A. Weiss 
Stuart Y. Itani David H. Wetmore 
Annie T. Kao David. J. Witten 
Steven A. Kaye David Y ang 
Gordon Klancnick Ming-Tao Yang 
Eric B. LaMons Rachel Zakar 
Kevin P. Lee 
Nota Bene 
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The Cell: Sick and Anemic Flick 
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The look on my friend's face after the movie said it 
all. It was a look that screamed, "What the...7" That, 
everyone, is what you will undoubtedly ask yourself and 
others after watching The Cell. For two hours, you will 
be bombarded with pure weirdness that you think should 
have a purpose. But you will realize that the point is 
simply that there are just some sick puppies out 
there - end of story. Do you really need # , 
to waste two hours of your time to ,«•' 
acquire that piece of knowledge? »•* 
The plot starts off rou- # • * 
tinely enough. There is a 
serial killer who has been • 
kidnaping and murdering 
young women and a cop 
who has dedicated his ca­
reer to finding him. The 
cop is played by former 
cutie, now turned fattie, 
Vince \foughn (from Swingers * • 
and Jurassic Park 2). This role • « 
d i d  n o t h i n g  f o r  V i n c e  ( y e s ,  w e ' r e  o n  • » ,  
a first name basis) as any schmo could have • • • • 
spit out what they were passing off as "dialogue." The 
cop finds the serial killer, (relax, I'm not giving anything 
away) who coincidentally has a seizure and falls into a 
coma just as they are about to capture him and find out 
where he has kept his latest victim. Oh no! She's going 
to die if they don't find her in time! 
Now, what are they going to do when the only per­
son who knows where the girl is has fallen into a coma? 
Take him to Jennifer Lopez, of course! She plays a child 
psychologist who works at a high tech science laboratory. 
This lab has developed a way for people to delve into 
people's minds. Jennifer Lopez is asked to, you guessed 
it, delve into the killer's mind and find out where the girl 
is being kept. 
The bulk of the movie is concerns what happens when 
Jennifer Lopez is inside the killer's mind. Let me just tell 
you, serial killers don't think about roses and kittens. Ap­
parently, they construct elaborate fantasies in their minds 
involving weird costumes, a lot of dancing dead people, 
and... more weird costumes. At one point, Jennifer Lopez 
gets lost in the fantasy world (doesn't she 
•••••• # know by now that it's not real?) 
* • • and becomes the killer's 
plaything. Think Prin­
cess Lea meeting that 
ugly slug guy in Re­
turn of the Jedi. Oh 
wait. This movie 
distinguishes itself 
because Jennifer 
Lopez is wearing 
really, really dark 
lipstick. The rest of 
#* the scenes are at best 
creative (though only 
# • • * slightly entertaining), and at 
• • • • • their worst just downright repulsive. 
After an hour or so of this dreck, you'll 
want to stand up in the theaters and scream: Enough! 
Okay, I know you all want to know how Jennifer 
Lopez does in the movie. If you are just interested in look­
ing at her, then this might be a winner for you. The mak­
ers of this movie are in love with Jennifer Lopez- this might 
as well be written by her public relations department. She 
looks great and her acting is adequate. There is even a 
gratuitous shot of her butt, lest you forget about her prize 
asset and think that she is just another serious actor! But 
her character's self-righteousness is tiring and she just does 
not make this movie more than what it is - a freak-you-out 




by Guest Reviewer Angela Hsu 
BAR EXAM FROM 
PAGE 3 
Review type. You know, the kid that was potty 
trained a little too early. High concentrations of these 
were found in the California Bar classrooms. I heard 
an unsubstantiated rumor from my friend rhat 25% 
of GW students failed the California Bar last year. 
Rumors like that quickly mutate normal law school 
graduates into these neurotic freaks. Unlike the lazy 
#1 type, this type usually does well on his practice 
MBE. But does that cause this bar hopeful to re­
lax? Noooo, he chalks his good score to lucky 
guesses and feels he has to study even harder. Moral 
of the story - don't do it. Life is too short! 
Finally there is type #3. Those few normal 
people who want to be a lawyer. This type realizes 
the bar exam process is a marathon, not a sprint. 
Cheezy cliche I know, stop gagging. He'll do a fair 
amount of studying everyday but realizes that the 
bar is not everything. He's aware of the fact that 
misery does not necessarily equal bar passage and 
that there are friends and family all around him who 
sympathize and appreciate it when this har hopeful 
makes time for them. 
I'd like to think I was a type #3.1 got up every 
weekday at 7 am. I always went to sleep by 12 am. I 
studied a couple of hours before class. I studied a 
few hours after taking a nice lunch break. I even 
got to watch The Young & the Restless and half of 
As the World Turns almost everyday. I usually stud­
ied until 7 pm. ThenI chalked the rest of theevening 
up to friends and family time. I went out during the 
weekend and, as Barbri recommended, one day per 
week, I did not study at all. Most important, though, 
was consistency. My point is that the bar doesn't 
have to be the hell and back experience that every­
one believes it to be. Nonetheless, 1 gladly accept 
all of your prayers for my safe bar passage. And I, 
too, wish everyone the best of luck. 
r r r r i r  
FROM PAGE 1 
straight-ahead jazz which, as 
Puesan explains, is anything but that 
kind of easy listening stuff you get in 
elevators. This kind of jazz makes 
your heart race and your body move. 
HR-57 takes this kind of inter­
active jazz to another level with its 
Friday night open mike jam sessions. 
During these sessions, you'll hear 
more than local musicians. Fridays 
are more loosely structured. People 
can sign up to read poetry or stories 
in addition to the music. 
On Saturday nights, HR-57 
features more renowned jazz groups 
or vocalists to thrill patrons. While 
most of the groups are based in Wash­
ington, D.C., HR-57's reputation for 
showcasing some of the world's most 
talented musicians attracts artists 
from all around the world. 
HR-57 guarantees an experi­
ence like none other, all for the price 
of two beers. You should know that 
because HR-57 is open to all ages, it 
is strictly BYOB which most people 
do. But you'll hardly miss the bar 
when you're sitting there listening to 
what may be some of the best and 
most dynamic jazz you will ever hear 
in the District. 
(y4><dc (JuFendad  ̂cĴ oediy 
Dear Brenda and Kelly, 
I 've recently moved in with my 
girlfriend and it's a little more than I 
expected. She seems to just always 
be... there. Everywhere. I thought for 
sure she was the one. Was I wrong? 
Living in sinnnn. .. 
Kelly: I don't know. Were you? 
What were your reasons for moving 
in with her? If you wanted her around 
so you could stop schlepping your 
toothbrush to her place every night or 
for other extraneous "benefits"that 
shall remain nameless, perhaps you 
should rethink this relationship. Sit 
down and have a long talk with your­
self. Ask yourself where you think 
this relationship is going. You men­
tioned that you thought she was "the 
one" - that's a good sign (unless 
you're one of those guys that's all talk 
and no action). Maybe all you need 
is a little one-on-one communication. 
Let her know you need space from her 
once in a while. Go see a movie by 
yourself. Or whatever boys like to 
do when they escape their girlfriends. 
Actually, just do your reading. Spend­
ing all of your time analyzing this re­
lationship has probably left you behind 
in your classes. 
B: If it's more than what you ex­
pected, what exactly did you expect? 
Look, moving in together is a big step. 
It's not just one wonderfully long date -
it's a senous commitment. Making a 
commitment means not giving up just 
because things are a little more intense 
than you thought. If you're having prob­
lems making this commitment, get out 
now. You migh t still be able to salvage 
your relationship. But if you jumped into 
this without thinking about it, it'll all be 
downhill or uphill (whatever means bad) 
from here. 
Dear Brenda and Kelly 
I'm a 1L who's committed to a very 
serious relationship with my University 
of Michigan boyfriend. Everyone I meet 
tells me it will never last through my 
first year! How can I prove them all 
wrong? 
Hopelessly Devoted To Him 
K: Frequent flyer miles, any one? 
You '11 have to commit to making die trips 
required to see each other on a regular 
h> C&venda andĉ oedy wi/Ayou* conoenru, wnocietied, dwy fiw/denu, 
anyhAtny yea /dee, a/ndt̂ yoa'te /ae/cy, l/iede hoe may even Fed̂ vondf 
basis. There's no substitute for face-
to-face (or whatever) contact. Be­
yond that, it's all about communica­
tion. Ther e will be times that you just 
want to kill him, but you can't kill 
someone via the telephone so you just 
have to work it out. In fact, that may 
be the good side of long distance re­
lationships. You get a chance to work 
on your communication skills. And 
polish your telephone persona. 
B: A long distance relationship 
is the worst thing to have your first 
year! First of all, hasn't orientation, 
et al, convinced you that boot camp 
is a stay at the Holiday Inn compared 
to first year at law school? Take the 
stress and sheer horror of first year 
Add a sprinkle of missing-him in­
duced depression and a dash of I-
wonder-if-he's-cheating anxiety. 
Bake at 350 for two hours...no wait, 
that's another column. The result is 
candidate for Prozac! I obviously 
have had some experience in this area 
(long distance relationships, not 
Prozac) and let's just say that we're, 
uh, trying to be friends. 
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3D YEAR LAW STUDENTS 
REWARDING EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY 
JOIN THE 
AMERICAN 
INN OF COURT 
TO PRACTICE HANDS-ON LITIGATION SKILLS, RAISE YOUR 
SENSITIVITY TO PR OFESSIONAL A ND ETHICAL S TANDARDS, AND 
NETWORK W ITH O UR DIVERSE M EMBERSHIP O F MENTORS, 
INCLUDING M ASTER T RIAL L AWYERS, ACADEMICS A ND JU DGES. 
MEETINGS, WHICH INCLUDE D INNER, GENERALLY WILL B E HELD 
ON T HE FO URTH THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH T HROUGH APRIL, 
FROM 6 -8:30 P.M., AT THE NATIONAL COURTS BUILDING, I 5TH 
5C H ST REETS, N.W. ( I BLOCK FROM T HE MC PHERSON SQUARE 
METRO S TATION). 
IN ADDITION, 1-2 LUNCH OR A FTER-WORK P UPILLAGE TEAM 
MEETINGS (S CHEDULED W HEN Y OU AR E FREE) W ILL B E HELD 
DURING FO UR OF THOSE M ONTHS. FOR STUDENTS, THE 
(SUBSIDIZED) FEE, WHICH INCLUDES DINNERS, IS $75.OO. 
If 
PLEASE C ALL JUDGE DIANE G. WEINSTEIN OR MS. SHIRLEY 
SCOTT A T (202) 2 I 9  9655 ASAP FOR A N A PPLICATION O R 
FURTHER INFORMATION. 
ACCREDITED VIRGINIA CLE. 
